Expand your art and architectural history library in an entirely new way.

The A&AePortal is an authoritative eBook resource that features important works of scholarship in the history of art, architecture, decorative arts, photography, and design. With innovative functionality and extensive metadata, the site offers students and scholars an engaging experience, encouraging critical thinking skills and supporting rigorous academic research.
A different kind of online resource for art and architectural history books

Exclusive and authoritative
Many out-of-print titles, key backlist, and recent releases from the world’s finest academic and museum publishers are available as eBooks exclusively on this site. Peer-reviewed born-digital content will also be available uniquely on the A&AePortal.

Discoverable and centralized
Deep text and image tagging allow researchers to study scholarship across multiple eBooks from a variety of major publishers, yielding rich and exciting results.

Innovative functionality
With innovative search features, zoom capabilities, an interactive online reader, plus supplemental audio and video, the A&AePortal enables researchers to make efficient and effective connections between texts and related images. The site also provides opportunities for the publication of new forms of scholarship.

Accessible and affordable
Instantly expand your library’s collection by subscribing to the A&AePortal. Multi-user permissions provide classrooms with convenient access to chapters and customizable coursepacks without additional cost.

Discover content by image

Once a researcher identifies an image of interest, the A&AePortal provides all of the chapters on the site in which the image is referenced.

The researcher can then quickly move between publications to read the various interpretations of the same image.

Visit www.aaeportal.com to learn more
A&AePortal Highlights

Classic Monographs and Coursebooks
Features foundational books by such renowned scholars as Francis Ames-Lewis, Carol Armstrong, Hilary Ballon, Michael Baxandall, Albert Boime, T. J. Clark, Arthur Danto, Ann Eden Gibson, Oleg Grabar, George Kubler, Michael Leja, John Onians, Michael Podro, Alex Potts, Cécile Whiting, and many more.

Series
Presents the groundbreaking 11-volume series of *The Image of the Black in Western Art*, edited by David Bindman and Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
Also includes several volumes from Yale University Press's distinguished *Pelican History of Art*, with more to come.

Exhibition and Collection Catalogues
Provides access to such prominent exhibition catalogues as *Art and Emancipation in Jamaica: Isaac Mendes Belisario and His Worlds* (Yale Center for British Art); *Prints and the Pursuit of Knowledge in Early Modern Europe* (Harvard Art Museums); *The Société Anonyme: Modernism for America* (Yale University Art Gallery); and *Hero, Hawk, and Open Hand: American Indian Art of the Ancient Midwest and South* (Art Institute of Chicago).

Catalogues Raisonnnés

Questions? Contact us at support@aaeportal.com
What librarians are saying about the A&AePortal

This platform is a well-considered, well-designed tool for bringing key art historical texts together with images. It makes it easy to discover ideas because the metadata has been produced on the chapter level, which is quite unusual, and also at the image level. The portal also connects the images with the repositories where they are now housed.

Susette Newberry, Head of Research & Learning Services, Olin & Uris Libraries, Art Librarian, Cornell University

What is wonderful about this Portal is how intuitively easy it is to use.

Paula Gabbard, former Fine Arts Librarian Avery Library, Columbia University

The linkage between images and their textual description within chapters is a great feature.

Susanne Javorski, Art Librarian Olin Library, Wesleyan University

Features and benefits

New avenues for discovery

- Advanced text search and filtering
- Innovative image search
- Chapter-level results with keyword hits
- Browse by subject areas or subject tags

Research and course use

- Automated text-level citations
- Highlight and take notes
- Export notes for offline use
- Manage content in personal bookshelf
- Share links directly to chapter content or custom coursepacks

Visual engagement

- Zoomable images within chapters
- Multimedia enhancements
- Repository links to images provided when available

For libraries

- Institutional subscriptions to full content of the A&AePortal, including new titles that are added monthly
- Free 30-day trials
- Multi-user access
- Downloadable usage reports
- MARC records
- IP access control
- WCAG 2.0 Level AA Accessibility

Contact us

AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS: Patricia Fidler Publisher, Art & Architecture Yale University Press patricia.fidler@yale.edu

SUBSCRIPTIONS OR TO REQUEST A DEMO: Sara Sapire New Business and Product Development Manager Yale University Press sara.sapire@yale.edu

The A&AePortal is generously funded by The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.